
The Plagues of The Greater Exodus: Pt. 3. 
The 5th Plague - Ex. 9:1. 

 
I.        As we saw in Pt. 2 of our series, YHVH severed or made a distinction between the 

Lands of Israel and Egypt and their Peoples. Here now, we find the distinction 
increases to include a severing between their cattle in the field: Cattle here, is the 
Hebrew word, H#4735, מקנה, miqnah, that broadly describes all the ‘herds’ of 
both Nations; I.E. the horses, and asses, camels, oxen and sheep of each Nation.  

 
I propose that these events are both ‘literal and parabolic’ containing powerful, 
life-sustaining directions that are hidden until the proper season for those “to 
whom it is given to know”! 

 
Toward that end, my curiosity was piqued by the specifics of these ‘cattle’, as their 
banners or ensigns who depicted ancient Tribal affiliation are shown as well. Here, 
we have Gad-horses, Ephraim-asses, Issachar-camel, Joseph-ox, and Judah-
sheep/ram. This seems to represent a Union of Houses, the “Lost Sheep and 
Judah”. [Some differ regarding banners] A Union for what purpose, against what 
foe you ask? 

 
If anything, we’ve learned that Torah is layered with hidden information, secreted 
from the casual observer in the garments of such enigmatic parables. 
Consequently, in order to grasp what is really being shown here in this 5th plague, 
we must rummage deep into the hidden recesses and ask how will this affect the 
future Greater Exodus? 
 
Beforehand, prior to the 5th plague YHVH warns Pharaoh: “כיִּ אִם־מאָןֵ אתה” Ki 
im-ma`en attah – If you refuse, this is what will happen. That phrase has a value of 
568, the same as Nephach Nephesh – To breathe away or give up the Soul! 
Remember, this follows our previous explanation found in the Egyptian Book of 
The Dead wherein a soul whose heart is heavy is handed over to the Fallen Ones to 
devour! 

This leads one to believe that by this time Pharaoh has given himself over wholly 
to the fallen angelic or demonic spirits motivating him to rebel against YHVH. As 
we fast forward, these identical plagues of Revelation serve an ominous warning 
that the fate of many purported Believers may be sealed by this time!  

This action is reminiscent of the intended DNA manipulation wherein the masses 
are inoculated with a cocktail of Pharmakeia, which will disable the God-Gene, 



found hidden in the pineal gland. These ingredients are going to be found in all of 
the WHO and UNITED NATIONS recommended immunizations that will be 
Militarily enforced included that of the coming C-19 vaccination we spoke of last 
time… 

The 5th Plague. 
A Grievous Murrain? 

 
The KJV of Ex. 9:3 is rather innocuous in its’ translation here. However, the 
Hebrew gives a better understanding of the breadth of this horrific plague or 
pestilence which many believe is seen also in Revelation 6:8 And I looked, and 
behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed 
with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill 
with sword, and with hunger, and with death-plague, and with the beasts of the 
earth. 
 

A Coming Plague of Worldwide Epic Proportions. 
 

• Grievous, H#3515, כבד, kaved, heavy, oppressive.  
• Murrain, H#1698, דבר, deber, pestilence, a destroying word. The Septuagint 

connects this word with that of Rev. 6:8 translated ‘death’ but more likely 
both were intended as pestilence. By way of reminder, the Book of 
Revelation is NOT in chronological order! 
 

Is it possible then, in keeping with the “Sealing” of the Mind from our previous 
teaching - that after the “Sealing” - YHVH is going to allow being released – a 
breath-deber-pestilence that becomes a Destroying Word judging the Kavod - 
heavy hearts of those weighed in the balance? How will one survive? 
 
Perhaps a reminder of the hope found in Ps. 91: 3 is due? Surely he shall deliver 
thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.  
 
Noisome derives from H#1942, הוה, havva, translated as desire, an engulfing ruin, 
yet comes from the root hava’, indicating to blow as the wind or to breathe. This 
sounds like an air-borne scourge engulfing the Nations! The word for pestilence 
here is again – deber – a destroying word! It’s worth noting the etymology of the 
word for ‘deliver’, H#5337, נצל: nasal, to deliver from another’s hand. To draw 
off, to tear one away, snatch away. There’s a unique English word translated as 



nasal (Having to due with the nostrils, breath) and we note a subtle Edenic 
connection to the Hebrew word for ‘deliver’, H#5337, נצל: nasal! 
 
It would seem the context here deals with the breath or word of YHVH delivering 
one from the deber-pestilence - destroying word of another or, allowing that 
pestilence to descend upon those whose hearts are weighed in the balance, and are 
hardened and judged! *Remember YHVH’s Word is LIGHT! It must be separated 
from darkness! 

How can we know what to expect? 
 
Now, stop a second! Light is sound slowed down. Do you remember how sound is 
‘heard’? The vibrations from wind, breath, etc. move across the eardrum, where 
these sounds – vibrations are collected, catalogued and translated in the MIND! 
Have you noticed that when one has a hearing debility, that the speech is also 
affected?  
 
Therefore, if the MIND is sealed by the enemies’ frequencies and cannot hear or 
receive the נשמת חיַיִּם, Nishmat Chayim – Breath of Lives or Breaths of LIGHTS 
- we have no shielding mechanism for protecting ourselves! By the way, Nishmat 
can also be translated as ‘the mind or intellect’.  
 
Now you understand Phil. 2: 5 Let this mind be in you, which was also in Messiah 
Yahshua! The Greek word for mind, phroneo, comes from phren (fra’n) indicating 
the diaphragm - breathing and phrasso, to fence in, block up, stop up! Technically, 
your ears, nose, mouth and MIND, along with the skin, are all related to ones’ 
ability to breathe! Each of these areas are directly affected by the application of 
Light and Sound! 
 

Mark 4:22, 23: 
 

These Plagues are coded in parabolic language! 
 
For there is nothing hid, which shall not be manifested; neither was any thing kept 
secret, but that it should come abroad. If any man have ears to hear, let him hear. 
 
The text here plainly tells us that what is hidden or cryptic will be made visible if 
only one can hear??? Again, the link between hearing and sight is shown. Is this 5th 
plague about to reveal something that the Enemy’s occult legions thought was 
hidden in plain sight – yet, if only Man can hear!  



 
For that reason, could this Plague actually be more than a physical disease or 
plague killing the cattle of Egypt? *Remember even the Sages believe leprosy (A 
form of plague) came from Lashon ha’ra, ‘the Evil tongue. Tongue, Lashon has the 
same value – 380 as Egypt, Mitsrayim!  
 
380 is also the value of נשׁל, sounding the same as נצל – nasal above and 
meaning to draw away, pull off, to remove something! Is the cloaking garment or 
curtain about to be removed? Further, let me remind you it is assumed by most 
scholars that each plague represented a judgment against a god-idol of Egypt. We 
must assume the same here! But whose gods? 
 
What if this plague is in response to the reinstitution of animal sacrifice and a 3rd-
Temple worship (Quite possibly a mirror of Egypt’s idolatry), after all, Pharaoh is 
literally translated “His Great House” and mirrored by the latter Greater House of 
the Greater Exodus which will be, juxtaposed to the building of the HOUSE OF 
ISRAEL-YHVH!  
 
What if, in competition with the True Temple of His Presence, and the Maqowm – 
Place – Altar of living sacrifice Rom. 12 - we soberly find that the enemy has 
cunningly co-mingled the DNA of those animals designated as ‘sacrificial’ and 
affected by this cattle plague with that of the Nephylim in order to have the Temple 
Mount Faithful blindly set up and make an offering formed from corrupt DNA 
‘after his image’ in obeisance, albeit, ignorantly perhaps, to this monstrous – god 
of this world – chimera!  
 
A purported ‘holy offering’ on what is surely going to be called the Altar of 
YHVH – therefore – YHVH Himself eliminates the seed of the Serpent/Nephylim 
in response! Maqowm has a value of 186, the same as the phrase “after his image”. 
*See Revelation 13:14 that speaks of making an image to this beast! 
 
While contemplating this, I found it disconcerting that the Hebrew word for 
leprosy, H#6879, צרע, tsara, meaning to strike down, a scourge, has the same 
Tzade-Resh root as Mitsrayim – Egypt. Further, that root stem indicates to burn, to 
be constricted, inflamed, a hoarseness, distress, to scream, roar. All of which are 
symptoms of viral infections associated with ‘AIRBORN’ weaponized - inhaled 
into the nasal passages, absorbed through the skin or eyes - viruses!  
 



If this is so, how apropos that the recent worldwide release of the Covid-19 
pandemic, touted a universal scourge, is also said to have originated out of Chinese 
experimentation with gene editing and the hybridization of humans and animals! A 
horrific scenario, thus prompting immediately, the idea of wearing a Mask – to 
inhibit the SPEAKING OF TORAH and thus, to cover/hide HIS IMAGE IN THE 
EARTH – ADAM! Without the speaking of His Word, the release of that light, the 
lack of which results in darkness upon the land and a plague-like scripted game 
plan from the enemy!  
 
Moreover, the English word ‘mask’ conveniently comes from the Hebrew word 
Masak – a curtain, veil, screen, etc. But, is also the root of masekah-an image, idol, 
and an alliance! Ignorance of the Law offers no excuse! Could compliance to 
forced mask wearing by a docile ‘public’ in effect, be a form of loyalty and 
devotion shown to the Beast and thus, mindlessly draw the world into an alliance 
with the IMAGE of the BEAST? Whose Image are we projecting? Oh, you don’t 
think so???? 
 
The word "mask" appeared in English in the 1530s, from Middle French masque "covering to 
hide or guard the face", derived in turn from Italian maschera, from Medieval 
Latin masca "mask, specter, nightmare".[1]This word is of uncertain origin, perhaps 
from Arabic maskharah ٌمَسْخَرَۃ "buffoon", from the verb sakhira "to ridicule". However, it may also 
come from Provençal mascarar "to black (the face)" (or the related Catalan	mascarar, Old 
French mascurer). This in turn is of uncertain origin – perhaps from a Germanic source akin to 
English "mesh", but perhaps from mask- "black", a borrowing from a pre-Indo-
European language.[2] One German author claims the word "mask" is originally derived from the 
Spanish más que la cara (literally, "more than the face" or "added face"), which evolved to 
"máscara", while the Arabic "maskharat" – referring to the buffoonery which is possible only by 
disguising the face – would be based on these Spanish roots.[3] Other related forms 
are Hebrew masecha= "mask"; Arabic maskhara َمَسْخَر = "he ridiculed, he 
mocked", masakha 	he transformed" (transitive). [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mask]" = مَسَخَ
 

If no Scourge is connected Why Does YHVH Allow the Cattles’ Destruction? 
 
We must also recollect that all life is precious to YHVH and the arbitrary 
destruction of all Egypt’s cattle and those here in Revelation is not a frivolous 
whim! Gen. 9: 12-17, YHVH details the Covenant between Noah and all creatures 
upon the earth, wherein He promises to not destroy them all! What is happening 
then? 
 
Once more, let us call to mind the precedent set in the conquest of the Promised 
Land wherein all the men, women and cattle of the 7-Canaanite Nations were 



destroyed! So, what exactly is going on? The root stem of Canaan, H#3665, כנע, 
Cana, is etymologically related to Qanah or קין, Qayin-Cain.  
 
If we read Cana backwards: Ayin-Nun-Kaf, it gives us the cognate to Anak – 
Ayin-Nun-Qof – the infamous Mighty One, the name of which has a value of 220 
the same as the word Nephylim! These Beings and their Cattle had comingled 
DNA! 
 
Am I suggesting a relationship between this 5th plague, the Grievous Murrain that 
falls upon the Cattle of the World/Egypt falls, as a result of the intermingling of 
their seed into their cattle? :( 
 

Where’s the Proof? 
Plagues of the Greater Exodus: Hidden Agendas Revealed. 

 
II.       As we take a painstaking look back at the Hebrew word used for ‘cattle’, H#4735, 

 :miqnah, not much of a clue is found until we look at the first place it’s used ,מקנה
Gen. 4:20 where it supposedly describes the vocation of Jabal, the 6th descendant in 
the lineage of Cain. And Adah bare Jabal: he was the father of such as dwell in 
tents, and of such as have cattle.  

 
There will be future descendants of JABAL who will resurrect this vocation: So 
the relations between Tent-Temple and such as have cattle must be explored! 
 
This KJV casually remarks that Jabal was the father of those who dwelt in tents – 
AND – here is where the KJV gets weird…the Masorets supplied the italicized 
words and ‘of such as have’ which is followed by the Hebrew word for cattle, 
miqnah. Interestingly, there are 32 letters in this verse here, the value of H#3582, 
 kachad, meaning to hide, conceal, to cut off, be destroyed as in Ex. 9:15 ,כחד
where Pharaoh and his people are ‘cut off – kachad’. *Pay close attention! 
 
If we parse this verse properly, the word translated as a noun – miqnah/cattle - 
could also be written in the hiphil stem expressing a verbal action! In this case the 
Mem prefix is a causative action – causing, provoking – it is the origin of, source 
of the root: קנה, Qanah – to get, acquire, to provoke to jealousy! Wait aren’t we 
speaking of cattle??? 
 



Doesn’t it seem odd that so many connections to hiding, concealing, and secrets, or 
that something puzzling or cryptic is being highlighted by these links?  Am I out of 
my mind conversely, to propose that Jabal dwelt – yashab, H#3427, ישב, to 
inhabit, to dwell with, or cohabitate as in marriage – rather, in a Tent of sorts that 
provoked YHVH to jealousy instead of merely being the progenitor of shepherds? 
 
The idea of this word yashab pictures a home, a dwelling where Husband and Wife 
produce seed. The same letters style יבש, yabbash, hinting at dry, barren, and is 
related to buwsh – shame! The Tent symbolizes the intimate chamber where the 
Seed is released.  
 
The Seed of Adam has been cut off (Abel) – Cain has been banished into the Tohu 
V’Bohu wasted and barren place. Could Jabal be establishing a fertility clinic 
mixing the genes of the Fallen Ones with his own and his cattle? Remember the 
same pattern with Abram and Sarai: Pharaoh attempts to insert his seed into her 
barren womb! In response, YHVH inserts the Hebrew letter “HEY” into their 
names: Hey has a gematria of 5, the same as the word Alef-Dalet – Ad, the fire 
vapor or mist upon the earth watering the Garden! 
 
In passing, yashab, yabbash have a gematria of 312, the same as בני מרי, B’nei 
Mari – Perverse Children and החרטמים, h’chartumiym, The Magicians, those 
who displayed supernatural power on behalf of Pharaoh/Egypt and the Anti-
Messiah who will display lying signs and wonders! Your mind is your womb! It is 
going to be sealed – either by YHVH or Satan! 
 
To add to the parabolic twist here, the Septuagint has the word SKEIN for Tent, 
from which we get the English ‘SKIN’. Did Jabal have a mixed DNA garment 
consisting of a unique type of skin, skein, a Tent or Tabernacle from Cain’s lineage 
which he continued and wherein he, like Cain, produced offspring who provoked 
YHVH to jealousy? If this is too outrageous, remember the Wilderness Tabernacle, 
designed in the form of the Man, also had a skin/skein garment covering it! 
 
In addition, as we look deeper at the Genesis 4 account of Jabal, the 6th generation 
from Cain, we find he has two brothers whose names have that same 3-letter root, 
Yod-Bet-Lamed - יבל, Jabal - Yabal – Jubal and Tubal Cain: This root forms the 
Hebrew word Yovel – indicating a release, a setting free, an overturning of slavery. 
In its’ purest form it indicates to transport, or transfer something from one place to 



another! Could it be this Jabal watched over a Tent or Portal, a gateway of sorts 
allowing the introduction of the Watchers/Fallen Ones into the world?  
 
If so, is it possible the initiation of the coming 3rd Temple and its’ perverted 
Sacrifices (The Grievous Murrain) also forms a portal or transport for the 
introduction of the King of the Pit? 
 
Each of these men are 6th generation – from Cain – 6+6+6? Incidentally, Cain, 
H#7014, קין, originates from the same root as this word for cattle – Miqnah – The 
Mem indicates the source, origin of Qanah – jealousy! 666 is the value of תורס, 
satuwr, meaning to hide or conceal, preventing someone from knowing: Could 
there be a connection to hiding the Image of Jealousy?  
 
Satuwr is also cognate with Satar, a skin eruption, boils, tumors, etc. Perhaps, 
YHVH is giving all who participate in the False Messiah’s Temple a warning of 
eternal repercussion? – This Temple is itself, an “Image” H#6755, צלם, Tselem, 
the word used in Daniel 2: 31 to describe Nebuchadnezzar’s statute depicting the 
End-Time conglomerate Kingdom! Tselem has a value of 160, the same as Naphal 
– the root of Nephylim! 
 
FYI, the Sages depict Esau as having killed Nimrod, who was supposedly wearing 
the ‘SKIN’ Garment of Cain/Jabal; Esau is depicted as a Satyr – related to the 
above – a man hybrid he-goat of demonic proportions. It is my position that Esau 
has turned the tables on Jacob and is now masquerading – disguised as – JACOB! 
You will not be seeing Esau in his Chimera-garment, only his Jacobean Image - 
until he believes he has taken back the final piece of his Right of First Born – the 
Priest hood, at which time he will be seen world wide for who he really is! 
 
For centuries, the Jacobean Families have controlled the Crown! The Corona-
Crown virus is one of their breathed out children! 
 

Let’s continue to look at Miqnah-Qanah-Cattle: 
 

Gen. 4:1 reveals Eve-Chavah birthing Cain-קין, Qayin, and declaring “I have 
gotten, H#7069, קנה, Qanah, to possess, acquire, to provoke to jealousy - a man 
from YHVH”. Why not translate consistently and say I have cattle from YHVH? 
What indeed, could have been the source of provocation, if not the comingling of 
the serpents’ seed with that of Man?  



 
That being said, did the Miqnah – Cattle of Egypt and the Revelation Cattle have 
mixed DNA of sorts, which in someway, perhaps if ingested could affect the 
human genome, the resulting hybridization provoking YHVH to a jealous wrath? 
 
Likewise, could this JABAL - 6th generation reveal a sci-fi like, 6 – G technology 
far surpassing that of the heinous 5-G, thus, becoming a tool for the mingling of 
the DNA of Man with that of the Fallen Ones? Nebuchadnezzar saw this day in his 
vision in Daniel 2:41-43 of the statue representing the ‘kingdoms’ whose feet are 
mingled: Iron with miry clay. *Note verse 43: And whereas thou sawest iron 
mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but 
they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. 
 
Furthermore, the root Beit-Lamed connotes a mixing of sorts. It is related to Babel 
– confusion by mixing and if we add the Tav prefix it forms H#8397, תבל, tebel, 
translated as perversion, incest. It is a strong word condemning human-animal 
copulation as well! It can’t happen you say! Yet, the soon to be mandatory Covid-
19 vaccination and the Avian Bird flu behind it, will undoubtedly contain a unique 
strain of DNA altering (NOTE THAT WORD ALTER-ALTAR) materials that 
will bring you to the Altered -Altar of those who are preparing the Tent of 
Jealousy – Miqnah! The Tent of Jabal! 
 
Each of these ‘vaccines’ have a Genetically Modified Light/Word/Seed/Breath in 
them called: Luciferase - Luciferases are enzymes that use a substrate called 
luciferin, along with oxygen and ATP, in an energetic process that produces 
light—like the yellow glow of fireflies. The power of Luciferase has been 
harnessed by scientists to devise reactions whose light output is used to monitor 
biological processes including gene expression, bimolecular binding, and cell 
viability. [https://www.moleculardevices.com/applications/coronavirus-vaccine-
research#gref] 

 
The Pale Horse Rider of Rev. 6: 8 brings this plague! Pale is Gk. #5515, chloros, a 
yellow-green color! The Greek word for horse, G#2462, hippos, is remarkably 
similar to the Hippocratic oath taken by all physicians! This compound word 
comes from: hippo-horse and crates-ruler, horse ruler! A derivative ‘hypocritos’ 
refers to actors who wore masks during plays at the theater. A hypocrite is one who 
shows one face to the world while hiding another underneath!   
 



III.     Now let’s look a bit further! This adds a bit more curiosity to Rev. 18:4 “come out 
of her – Jabal-Babel – the Tent of Miqnah – Jealousy”! Else you partake of her 
plagues! *Note the Greek word for ‘her’; G#846, autos, translated as a feminine 
pronoun it derives from aer, a-a’r, a baffling wind or breath!  
 
Again, Jabal dwelt in a tent, H#168, אהל, `ohel, rendered ‘tent’. Its’ gematria – 36, 
(6x6) is also that of Eleh, to swear an oath, curse, covenant. It indicates a terebinth 
or long-lived tree planted in confirmation of an oath, it hints at an idol. Further it is 
the value of badal, to divide or separate.  
 
Though innocuously translated as ‘tent’, its’ broader meaning hints at a gathering 
place (Tent-Tabernacle-Temple) perhaps where a Tower of Babel incident could 
occur! [The	formation	of	a	deliberate	and	artificial	societal	hub	for	the	explicit	
purpose	of	exchanging	thoughts	and	forming	language	and	cultural	expressions.	In	
such	hubs,	minds	could	both	be	honed	and	made	to	merge	into	great	synergic	
entities	such	as	widespread	standardized	language:	Abarim	Publications.]				
 
Is it possible that Jabal dwelt in a Tent –Tabernacle-Temple construct where those 
gathered somehow provoked YHVH to jealousy, which jealousy is somehow 
linked not only to modifying the DNA of animals - a genetically modified chimera-
hybrid of sorts - designated for sacrifice, but also for the control (Mixing/Babel) of 
the language of creation (Torah) and hiding the ‘true’ location of the House of 
YHVH?  
 
It’s interesting to compare this to the gospel accounts of Yahshua cleansing the 
Temple of those who whom He called ‘thieves’ who were selling animals for 
sacrifice. He forces an embargo on such in Mark 11:15-18. Most scholars believe 
this occurred at Pesach and thus to have been the catalyst for His death! Food for 
thought here: If a world-wide plague affecting all of Egypt’s – the World’s cattle 
ensues, where will 3rd-Temple animal sacrifices come from? Just sayin… 
 
As we continue, the gematria of Jabal, Jubal and Tubal-Cain equals 528, the same 
hertz frequency of the ancient Solfeggio note ‘MI’ – the note of DNA repair (or 
corruption if usurped) miracles. Could these have been complicit with the 
Nephylim or Fallen Ones in crossing over the boundaries established by YHVH for 
procreation of both Man and Animals? 
 
In 2010, there was a disaster at an oilrig owned by BP called the Deepwater 
Horizon, causing it to leak millions of barrels worth of oil into the Gulf of Mexico. 
An electromagnetic energy expert, John Hutchinson of Vancouver, along with his 



wife and research partner, Nancy Hutchinson, decided to do something to help. 
They placed a device that emits frequencies on the beach, about 25 feet from the 
water, and used 528 Hz and other Solfeggio frequencies to treat the water. They 
only did this for four hours, but the waters had miraculously cleared by the next 
morning. In fact, the water had so improved that dolphins, fish, and crabs returned 
to the area, when just a day before those same waters would have been lethal for 
marine life. [https://www.mindvibrations.com/528-hz/] 
 
The last Goshen? The Nasal, Hearing, Mind of man? Again, the Sages believe the 
sense of smell (connected by its’ Edenic roots to nasal) was the only one of the 
Man’s senses not corrupted by the Fall! 
 
Incidentally, the Edenic origins of “Nasal” add intrigue as there is a definite 
connection between hearing and breathing where the middle ear is an extension of 
the respiratory air spaces of the nose and the sinuses and is lined with respiratory 
membrane. Thus, breathing and hearing and the above word for deliver - ‘nasal’ 
are etymologically related! How convenient that Covid-19 testing involves the 
raping of the Nasal passage by a phallic swab containing the very pathogenic virus 
or SEED – masked innocently in the caring hands of the Agents of Agenda 21.   
https://www.who.int/occupational_health/publications/noise2.pdf 
 
21 is the Value of the word H#2327, חובה, chowbah, the name of the Place (Gen. 
14:15) where Abraham destroyed (The Slaughter of the Kings – Corona) those 
who took his Nephew Lot prisoner! Lot means garment. Chowbah means hiding 
place! It was situated on the ‘left hand’ – Semowl – an outer garment hiding 
something within – of Damascus! Dam, meaning blood, while Masaq - Mem-Shin-
Qof indicates the heir or steward who has the legal right to inherit! Masaq is 
related to Masak – Mask, to hide or cover!  
 
The Seed of Abraham will inherit the Earth and will be protected in Goshen while 
the Greater Exodus Plagues expose the identity of the Hidden Ones and their 
Agenda! 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 


